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When the Hospital 
Priest Ended His Life

From a symbol of hope to 
hopelessness. 

The Church reacted by 
changing the organizational 
structure and making group 

counceling mandatory. 

Working to promote a culture of 
friendly sharing with colleagues.



Friendship in the Bible 

My command is this: Love each other as I have loved you. Greater 
love has no one than this: to lay down one’s life for one’s friends. 
- John 15:12-13 

Two people are better off than one, for they can help each other 
succeed. If one person falls, the other can reach out and help. But 
someone who falls alone is in real trouble. 
- Ecclesiastes 4:9-10 

How can we prevent people from ”falling alone”? 
Loneliness is not only about the amount of social contacts.



Kalyana Mitra - 
Spiritual Friendship
As he was sitting there, Ven. Ananda 
said to the Blessed One, "This is half of 
the holy life, lord: admirable friendship, 
admirable companionship, admirable 
camaraderie." 
"Don't say that, Ananda. Don't say that. 
Admirable friendship, admirable 
companionship, admirable camaraderie 
is actually the whole of the holy life. 

Upaddha Sutta, Samyutta Niakya 45:2



Latin. Respect for what is sacred. Divine service. 

- relegere "go through again" (in reading or in thought) 

- religare "to bind fast", ”re-connect” 

- religiens "careful" (opposite of negligens) 

Religion as a basis for counceling has to do with contemplation, 
spiritual reconnection and carefulness/mindfulness.

The root of the word religion?



Meditation
and spiritual practice

• ”Everything changes. Everything is 
connected. Pay attention!” A very 
short summary of meditation 
practice? 

• A sense of being closer. Not to 
something new that appears, but to 
what already is. Closer to myself, to 
life and the world, and to others.



The Wise Fool
A paradox in literature, for example 
Shakespeare’s clownish wise men. 
Illuminates meaning that 
intellectualism fails to see. 

The court jester receives news of a 
battle loss during a ball at the queen’s 
court (Matejko,1862). The jester is 
ironically the only one troubled that 
the Russians are conquering Poland. 

Without the role of a clown in a circus 
show, the circus would be a sterile 
show of performances. The clown’s 
paradoxical wisdom touches deeper 
meaning and human vulnerability, and 
helps us to connect.

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jan_Matejko


The Wounded Healer

The Wounded Angel by Finnish 
painter Hugo Simberg, 1903. 

Being in touch and reconciled with 
one’s own wounds and suffering 
enables one to truly meet and 
connect deeply with another. 

The spiritual councelor not being 
above or below, nor trying to change 
anyone, but walking side by side for 
a while, as two fellow fragile human 
wanderers.



A contemporary motto for pastoral counceling 
of Danish hospital priest Bent Falk: 

- Lazy (staying) 
- Not-knowing (asking) 
- Selfish (being true)



Saying ”my friend” or not?
 How to avoid causing unrealistic 

expectations? 

Have clear boundaries been 
communicated, that we both 

understand? 

Within the safety of the given  
boundaries, how can we make spiritual 

friendship possible? 

What is the meaning and significance 
of such a connection?



Opening Up Space for 
Friendly  Connection

• When I meet someone as a religious/spiritual 
practitioner, I communicate opennes to talk about 
existential issues and that spiritual practice is available.  

• When I say that I do not know and I’m not sure, then 
space opens up in which we can explore together. 

• When I ask with interest and curiosity, it also 
communicates that this person’s thoughts and 
experiences are valuable.



Concluding Reflections 

To what extent can spiritual friendship 
be a foundation for contemplative/
pastoral care? 

How does our spiritual practice serve 
our ability to connect with others? 

How do we prevent each other from 
”falling alone”?


